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The New York Times best-selling author of You Can Heal Your LifeYou can do it. You can

change your life for the better—and the best part is that you already have the tools within you

to do so!In this concise yet information-packed book—which you can download the audio from

the included link and listen to or read at your leisure—bestselling author Louise L. Hay shows

you that you "can do it"—that is, change and improve virtually every aspect of your life—by

understanding and using affirmations correctly.Louise explains that every thought you think and

every word you speak is an affirmation. Even your self-talk, your internal dialogue, is a stream

of affirmations. You’re affirming and creating your life experiences with every word and thought.

Your beliefs are merely habitual thinking patterns that you learned as a child, and many of

them work very well for you. But other beliefs may be limiting your ability to create the very

things you say you want. You need to pay attention to your thoughts so that you can begin to

eliminate the ones creating experiences that you don’t want.As Louise discusses topics such

as health, forgiveness, prosperity, creativity, relationships, job success, and self-esteem, you’ll

see that affirmations are solutions that will replace whatever problem you might have in a

particular area.By the end of this book, you’ll be able to say "I can do it" with confidence,

knowing that you’re on your way to the wonderful, joy-filled life you deserve.

About the AuthorLouise Hay, the author of the international bestseller You Can Heal Your Life,

is a metaphysical lecturer and teacher with more than 40 million books sold worldwide. For

more than 30 years, Louise has helped people throughout the world discover and implement

the full potential of their own creative powers for personal growth and self-healing. Louise is the

founder and chairman of Hay House, Inc., which disseminates books, CDs, DVDs, and other

products that contribute to the healing of the planet. Visit www.LouiseHay.com Robert Holden,

Ph.D., is the creator of the Loveability program. His work on psychology and spirituality has

been featured on Oprah, Good Morning America, and a PBS special called “Shift Happens.” He

was also featured in two major BBC-TV documentaries, The Happiness Formula and How to

Be Happy. His corporate clients include Dove and its Campaign for Real Beauty. He is author of

Happiness NOW!, Shift Happens!, Authentic Success (formerly titled Success Intelligence),

and Be Happy. Robert hosts a weekly show on Hay House Radio called Shift Happens! He

also contributes daily to his Facebook page at www.facebook.com/drrobertholden. For

information, visit www.robertholden.org. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable

edition of this title.
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Bonus eBook ContentThank you for purchasing the I Can Do It eBookby Louise L. Hay. This

eBook includes a free audio download!To access this bonus content, please visitand enter the

Product ID and Download Codes as they appear below.For further assistance, please contact

Hay House Customer Care by phone:US (800) 654-5126 or INTL CC+(760) 431-7695 or

visit .Thank you again for your Hay House eBook purchase. Enjoy!Hay House, Inc. P.O. Box

5100 Carlsbad, CA 92018-5100 (800) 654-5126 ALSO BYLouise L. Hay.....BOOKS/

KITSColors & NumbersEmpowering WomenA Garden of Thoughts: My Affirmation

JournalGratitude: A Way of Life (Louise & Friends)Heal Your BodyHeal Your Body A–ZHeart

ThoughtsInner WisdomLetters to LouiseLife! Reflections on Your JourneyLove Your BodyLove

Yourself, Heal Your Life WorkbookMeditations to Heal Your Life (also in a gift edition)The Power

Is Within YouPower ThoughtsThe Present MomentThe Times of Our Lives (Louise &

Friends)You Can Heal Your Life (also in a gift edition)You Can Heal Your Life Affirmation KitYou

Can Heal Your Life Companion BookCOLORING BOOKS/AUDIOCASSETTES FOR

CHILDRENThe Adventures of LuluLulu and the Ant: A Message of LoveLulu and the Dark:

Conquering FearsLulu and Willy the Duck: Learning Mirror WorkCD PROGRAMSAnger

ReleasingCancerChange and TransitionDissolving BarriersFeeling Fine

AffirmationsForgiveness/Loving the Inner ChildHeal Your Body (audio book)How to Love

YourselfLife! Reflections on Your Journey (audio book)Loving YourselfMeditations for Personal

HealingMeditations to Heal Your Life (audio book)Morning and Evening Meditations101 Power

ThoughtsOvercoming FearsThe Power Is Within You (audio book)The Power of Your Spoken

WordReceiving ProsperitySelf-Esteem Affirmations (subliminal)Self-HealingStress-Free

Affirmations (subliminal)Totality of PossibilitiesWhat I Believe/Deep RelaxationYou Can Heal

Your Life (audio book)You Can Heal Your Life Study CourseYour Thoughts Create Your

LifeMORE BY LOUISE L. HAYVIDEOCASSETTEDissolving BarriersCARD DECKS Healthy

Body CardsI Can Do It® Cards (a 60-card deck)I Can Do It® Cards for Creativity, Forgiveness,

Health, Job Success,Wealth, Self-Esteem, Romance(each deck has 12 cards)Power Thought

CardsPower Thoughts for TeensPower Thought Sticky CardsWisdom CardsCALENDARSI Can

Do It® Calendar (for each individual year)andTHE LOUISE L. HAY BOOK

COLLECTION(comprising the gift versions of Meditations to Heal Your Life, You Can Heal Your

Life, andYou Can Heal Your Life Companion BookAll of the above are available at your local

bookstore, or may be ordered by visiting:Hay House USA: ®Hay House Australia:Hay House

UK:Hay House South Africa:Hay House India:Copyright © 2004 by Louise L. HayPUBLISHED

AND DISTRIBUTED IN THE UNITED STATES BY: Hay House, Inc.: • PUBLISHED AND

DISTRIBUTED IN AUSTRALIA BY: Hay House Australia Pty. Ltd.: • PUBLISHED

ANDDISTRIBUTED IN THE UNITED KINGDOM BY: Hay House UK, Ltd.: • PUBLISHED AND

DISTRIBUTED IN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA BY: HayHouse SA (Pty), Ltd.: •

DISTRIBUTED IN CANADA BY: Raincoast: • PUBLISHED IN INDIA BY: Hay House Publishers

India:Editorial supervision: Jill Kramer Design: Jenny RichardsAll rights reserved. No part

of this book may be reproduced by any mechanical, photographic, or electronic process, or in

the form of a phonographic recording; nor may it be stored in a retrieval system, transmitted, or

otherwise be copied for public or private use—other than for “fair use” as brief quotations

embodied in articles and reviews without prior written permission of the publisher. The intent of

the author is only to offer information of a general nature to help you in your quest for

emotional and spiritual well-being. In the event you use any of the information in this book for

yourself, which is your constitutional right, the author and the publisher assume no



responsibility for your actions.LIBRARY OF CONGRESS CATALOGING-IN-PUBLICATION

DATA200300379210 09 08 07 8 7 6 51st printing, January 20045th printing, November

2007Printed in the United States of AmericaI dedicate this little book tomy ever-growing

audience.It is my desire that each andevery person learn how to useaffirmations to create

love,peace, joy, prosperity,and a sense of well-beingfor

themselves.CONTENTSINTRODUCTION:THE POWER OF

AFFIRMATIONS1HEALTH2FORGIVENESS3PROSPERITY4CREATIVITY5RELATIONSHIPS/

ROMANCE6JOB SUCCESS7STRESS-FREE LIVING8SELF-ESTEEMIN

CONCLUSIONABOUT LOUISE L. HAYIntroductionThe Power of AffirmationsToday is a new

day. Today is a day for you to begin creating a joyous, fulfilling life. Today is the day to begin to

release all your limitations. Today is the day for you to learn the secrets of life. You can change

your life for the better. You already have the tools within you to do so. These tools are your

thoughts and your beliefs. In this book, I will teach you how to use these tools to improve the

quality of your life.For those of you who aren’t familiar with the benefits of positive affirmations,

I’d like to explain a little about them. An affirmation is really anything you say or think. A lot of

what we normally say and think is quite negative and doesn’t create good experiences for us.

We have to retrain our thinking and speaking into positive patterns if we want to change our

lives.An affirmation opens the door. It’s a beginning point on the path to change. In essence,

you’re saying to your subconscious mind: “I am taking responsibility. I am aware that there is

something I can do to change.” When I talk about doing affirmations, I mean consciously

choosing words that will either help eliminate something from your life or help create something

new in your life.Every thought you think and every word you speak is an affirmation. All of our

self-talk, our internal dialogue, is a stream of affirmations. You’re using affirmations every

moment whether you know it or not. You’re affirming and creating your life experiences with

every word and thought.Your beliefs are merely habitual thinking patterns that you learned as a

child. Many of them work very well for you. Other beliefs may be limiting your ability to create

the very things you say you want. What you want and what you believe you deserve may be

very different. You need to pay attention to your thoughts so that you can begin to eliminate the

ones creating experiences you do not want in your life.Please realize that every complaint is an

affirmation of something you think you don’t want in your life. Every time you get angry, you’re

affirming that you want more anger in your life. Every time you feel like a victim, you’re affirming

that you want to continue to feel like a victim. If you feel that Life isn’t giving you what you want

in your world, then it’s certain that you will never have the goodies that Life gives to others—

that is, until you change the way you think and talk.You’re not a bad person for thinking the way

you do. You’ve just never learned how to think and talk. People throughout the world are just

now beginning to learn that our thoughts create our experiences. Your parents probably didn’t

know this, so they couldn’t possibly teach it to you. They taught you how to look at life in the

way that their parents taught them. So nobody is wrong. However, it’s time for all of us to wake

up and begin to consciously create our lives in a way that pleases and supports us. You can do

it. I can do it. We all can do it—we just need to learn how. So let’s get to it.Throughout this

book, I’ll talk about affirmations in general, and then I’ll get to specific areas of life and show

you how to make positive changes in your health, your finances, your love life, and so on. This

is a small book, because once you learn how to use affirmations, then you can apply the

principles in all situations.Some people say that “affirmations don’t work” (which is an

affirmation in itself ), when what they mean is that they don’t know how to use them correctly.

They may say, “My prosperity is growing,” but then think, Oh, this is stupid, I know it won’t work.

Which affirmation do you think will win out? The negative one, of course, because it’s part of a



long-standing, habitual way of looking at life. Sometimes people will say their affirmations once

a day and complain the rest of the time. It will take a long time for affirmations to work if they’re

done that way. The complaining affirmations will always win, because there are more of them

and they’re usually said with great feeling.However, saying affirmations is only part of the

process. What you do the rest of the day and night is even more important. The secret to

having your affirmations work quickly and consistently is to prepare an atmosphere for them to

grow in. Affirmations are like seeds planted in soil. Poor soil, poor growth. Rich soil, abundant

growth. The more you choose to think thoughts that make you feel good, the quicker the

affirmations work.So think happy thoughts, it’s that simple. And it is doable. The way you

choose to think, right now, is just that—a choice. You may not realize it because you’ve thought

this way for so long, but it really is a choice. Now . . . today . . . this moment . . . you can choose

to change your thinking. Your life won’t turn around overnight, but if you’re consistent and make

the choice on a daily basis to think thoughts that make you feel good, you’ll definitely make

positive changes in every area of your life.(I learned this secret from Esther Hicks/Abraham.

Esther Hicks is a motivational speaker who dialogues with a group of spiritual teachers who

call themselves Abraham. If you haven’t experienced the teacher Abraham, call (830)

755-2299, or log on to for information. I consider Abraham to be one of the best teachers on

the planet today.)I wake up each morning with blessings and gratitude for the wonderful life I

lead, and I make the choice to think happy thoughts no matter what others are doing. No, I

don’t do this 100 percent of the time, but I am up to about 75 or 80 percent right now, and it’s

made a big difference in how much I enjoy life and how much good just seems to flow into my

everyday world.The only moment you ever live in is this moment. It’s the only time you have

any control over. “Yesterday is history, tomorrow is a mystery, today is a gift, which is why we

call it the present.” My yoga teacher, Maureen MacGinnis, repeats this in every class she

teaches. If you don’t choose to feel good in this moment, then how can you create future

moments that are abundant and fun?How do you feel right now? Do you feel good? Do you

feel bad? What are your current emotions? What is your gut feeling? Would you like to feel

better? Then reach for a better feeling or thought. If you feel bad in any way—sad, grumpy,

bitter, resentful, angry, fearful, guilty, depressed, jealous, critical, and so on—then you’ve

temporarily lost your connection to the flow of good experiences that the Universe has waiting

for you. Don’t waste your thoughts on blame. No person, place, or thing has any control over

your feelings because they don’t think in your mind.This is also why you really have no control

over others—you see, you can’t control their thoughts. No one can control another unless that

person gives permission. So you want to be aware of this powerful mind you have. You can

take total control over your own thinking. It’s the only thing you’ll ever have total control of. What

you choose to think is what you’ll get in life. I’ve chosen to think thoughts of joy and

appreciation, and you can, too.What kinds of thoughts make you feel good? Thoughts of love,

appreciation, gratitude, joyful childhood experiences? Thoughts in which you rejoice that you’re

alive and bless your body with love? Do you truly enjoy this present moment and get excited

about tomorrow? Thinking these kinds of thoughts is an act of loving yourself, and loving

yourself creates miracles in your life.Now let’s get to the affirmations. Doing affirmations is

consciously choosing to think certain thoughts that will create positive results in the future.

They create a focal point that will allow you to begin changing your thinking. Affirmative

statements are going beyond the reality of the present into the creation of the future through

the words you use in the now.When you choose to say “I am very prosperous,” you may

actually have very little money in the bank at the moment, but what you’re doing is planting

seeds for future prosperity. Each time you repeat this statement, you’re reaffirming the seeds



you’ve planted in the atmosphere of your mind. That’s why you want it to be a happy

atmosphere. Things grow more quickly in fertile, rich soil.It’s important for you to always say

your affirmations in the present tense, and without contractions. (Although I use contractions

throughout the running text of my books, I never use them in affirmations, since I don’t want to

diminish their power.) For example, typical affirmations would start: “I have . . .” or “I am . . .” If

you say, “I am going to . . .” or “I will have . . . ,” then your thought stays out there in the future.

The Universe takes your thoughts and words very literally and gives you what you say you

want. Always. This is another reason to maintain a happy mental atmosphere. It’s easier to

think in positive affirmations when you feel good.Think of it this way: Every thought you think

counts, so don’t waste your precious thoughts. Every positive thought brings good into your life.

Every negative thought pushes good away; it keeps it just out of your reach. How many times in

your life have you almost gotten something good and it seemed to be snatched away at the last

moment? If you could remember what your mental atmosphere was like at those times, you’d

have the answer. Too many negative thoughts create a barrier against positive affirmations.If

you say, “I don’t want to be sick anymore,” this is not an affirmation for good health. You have to

state clearly what you do want. “I accept perfect health now.”“I hate this car” does not bring you

a wonderful new car because you’re not being clear. Even if you do get a new car, in a short

time you’ll probably hate it, because that’s what you’ve been affirming. If you want a new car,

then say something like this: “I have a beautiful new car that suits all of my needs.”You’ll hear

some people saying, “Life sucks!” (which is a terrible affirmation). Can you attract to you?Of

course, it isn’t Life that sucks, it’s your thinking that sucks. That thought will help you feel

terrible. And when you feel terrible, no good can come into your life.Don’t waste time arguing

for your limitations: poor relationships, problems, illnesses, poverty, and so on. The more you

talk about the problem, the more you anchor it in place. Don’t blame others for what’s

seemingly wrong in your life—that’s just another waste of time. Remember, you’re under the

laws of your own consciousness, your own thoughts, and you attract specific experiences to

you as a result of the way you think.
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"Daily" practice; reading the affirmations in the mirror and listening to the CD on my long drive

to and from work t least 5 days a week. I can feel my attitude changing and feel much more

optimistic about everything. I realized that I was creating my own issues by the way I was

thinking and shifted myself since I started practicing this method. Its not going to work unless

you really dedicate yourself to doing it on a daily basis since its about changing your

consciousness. That doesn't happen in one read through when you've been thinking and acting

a certain way your entire life. What you put in is what you'll get out of it.”

Sammy, “She really put her heart into creating these cards. These cards are first class!!!!The

artwork is beautiful, simple and elegant, and the words really resonate with you. You can tell

that Louise Hay takes great pride in her work and helping others.There are so many cards, it

may be better to split them up. Keep some cards near your bed so you read them before you

start the day and before you go to sleep. You may also needs to keep other cards handy at the

office where you need to encourage yourself to be creative and remind yourself that co-

workers are fellow human beings who are doing their best in life. Your intuition will tell you

which cards to read when.I'm very happy I purchased these.EDIT: Already I noticed several

positive changes just by reading these cards and TAKING THEM TO HEART these past few

days. When you read the words, they must resonate with you.To those of you who don't believe

this, I can attest that Law of Attraction works. There were dark times in life where I have seen

Law of Attraction work in opposite direction, and then when I was at my very darkest, I started

to learn how our Thoughts and Words shape our destiny.Einstein said that insanity is "doing

the same thing over and over again and expecting different results". To the people who are

skeptical (and really, I don't blame you), please try this. You don't have to spend any money -

as soon as you catch yourself having a negative thought, quickly change it to something more

positive - and learn to forgive yourselves.....”

Sandra, “I have given away at least 3 copies of this great book and CD. I read then listed daily

to the CD for months. I was able to learn to hit the pause button on negative or fearful

thoughts, pivot, and come up with a positive thought to embrace. It was life changing.

Repeating the CD daily made all the difference.  Highly recommended.”

R. F. Payton, “These make beautiful affirmations to give away!. These are beautiful and sturdy. I

am a Midwife and work with pregnant women and their families. I open the deck at each visit

and it amazes me how a mother will always pull a card that she needs, I will be ordering more

because I am now letting the mothers keep the card as her treasure. They are such perfect

affirmations for anyone and the price is decent enough to replenish them should you give them

away. I think they could be perfect for teachers or therapists as well. Thank you so much for

these!”

Alina Miropolsky, “Words of Live and Wisdom. Those cards are greaat!I am Devision making &

Spiritual coach at “The Person of Spirit” center and I use thise cards when working with clients

and for myself. I fond those cards useful, informative, supporting, inspiring.I am greatful to

Loise Hay for her books and cards. May her memory be blessed ”

EBW, “A wonderful collection from the women who has helped so many .... A wonderful

collection from the women who has helped so many understand that one's thoughts can

intrude and limit your potential. "I Can Do It" shows you quickly how to control your thoughts so

they work to your benefit--and improve your performance, self acceptance and thus make you



feel better about your abilities. Nice DVD include, too. Thank you Louise Hay for your

dedication.”

Anonymous, “Happiness. I been doing this for 3 morning in the row. I marked all the

affirmations and just read those out loud every morning. Takes about 45 mins and I feel

amazing rest of the day. Some things money just can’t buy. I hope this helps someone who is

looking to better themselves.”

Tup, “The book that changed my life. I absolutely unconditionally LOVE this book. This book

helped me to develop myself on a whole new level personally and professionally. It's so easy to

read and understand I refer to it often. It has some amazing affirmations for growth and

development that if used often will help you to improve things in every areas of your life. The

affirmations are so lovely and uplifting there's enough of them to choose for every day of the

week. Just choose and trust and believe. Like everything else which is new to you it takes time

to learn new things, so a great deal of perseverance is required before changes can be seen.

By using this book i have created new relationships, a new job, i have become more

prosperous, and become more self aware of the things I now believe I am capable. If there are

things in your life that you currently want to change or you want something but seems too much

out of reach, then I recommend for starters you get this little book, it changed my life and it can

change yours too.”

Claire O, “Quite good. I usually read the affirmations morning and night. My favour sections are

prosperity and career success. They're not the best affirmations but it's convenient to have

them set into sections. It usually takes me about 20 mins to read all the affirmations in the

book, although I usually just repeat the key sections.”

krazy kris, “got it cheaper than the recommended price as i think i searched via something

that .... this book was smaller than i expected. but less is more in this case, got it cheaper than

the recommended price as i think i searched via something that compared prices of books,

that took me too amazon and the cheaper price. but this book is worth full wack price. this

book is brilliant, easy to understand, and is a big help. i would recommend it highly :-) its just

small enough to put in ya bag and read on the bus,”

S. Saint, “Lovely little pack of cards. Worth the purchase. Love these little cards. Pop them

around the house and have even given one or two as a gift.”

The book by Jan Spiller has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 941 people have provided feedback.
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